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Abstract: A common fear for all ice driller is a stuck drill. less evere but 
imponant concern i a foreign object in a borehole. deflected borehole or slush 
fo rmation in a borehole fi lled with an ethanol-water solution (EWS). Prevention 
i the mo t efficient way to avoid troublesome situation . However. should these 
problems arise it i imponant to be equipped with afe and effic ient tools. A 
tuck drill occur rather freq uently but it is rarely seriou . Electro-mechanica l 

(EM) drills u ually become tuck due to inefticient chip removal from the kerf. 
When the drill get tuck there are everal po. ible actions. The simplest init ial 
approach hould be harp jerks with a rever e rotating core barrel. Many times 
the Byrd Polar Research enter (BPR ) dry hole EM drill has been successfully 
recover using this technique. When this technique fai ls. another solut ion to the 
problem i to pour a few liter of auto-antifreeze into the hole u ing a rubber ho;e 
to bypass the upper ft rn. This usually frees the drill in less than one hour. In 
1999 the cable on the BPRC EM drill broke, but we uccessfully recovered the 
drill from 110 m depth using ·fi hing tool'. 

Ethanol thermal drill al o experience complication . In order to free a 
thermal drill when the main heating element ha failed. a second heating element 
can be turned-on by \ itching the polarity of the power. There are a number of 
reason why slush can form and clog a borehole. Thi paper present a field 
proven technique for the EWS concentratio n correction at any depth in the 
borehole. Directional dri ll ing (DD) techniques can be used to resume drilling if 
the dri ll or foreign object cannot be removed from the borehole. 

Thi paper discu es how to recover a drill with a broken cable and describes 
techniques th at may be u ed to prevent cable uspended drills similar to the BPR 
dry hole EM drill from becoming tuck. The paper discusses how to maintai n 
the correct EWS concentration and genera l drill design safety options. 

L Lntroduction 

Drilling complication can arise as a result of drill operator' mi take, drill malfunc
tion, accidental fall of a foreign object into the borehole, unexpected drilling condition 
and appearance of olid particles in the kerf. Presence of a mall foreign object in the kerf 
may con iderably low down the drilling or e en cause the drill to get tuck. Sol id 
panicles and tones frequently embedded into the ice near the glaciers' bollom may 
eriou ly affect ice-drilling protocol. Preventing object from dropping into the borehole 

h& to be con idered when design the drill setup. AI o. a special tool for removing the 
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drilling tool or foreign objects from the kerf i essential for deep drilling. Properly 
designed and well-prepared drill i imperative to a successful drilling operation. 

The best prevention of a tuck drill i u ing a drilling protocol uitable for the pecific 
drilling conditions. Violation of the drilling protocol are not rare, unfortunately. 
Thermal- and electro-mechanical drill have been lo t in both fluid and dry holes. A drill 
tuck in the hole i not only a lo of an expen ive tool. but al o the lo of a borehole or 

a big fraction thereof. Therefore, a afe drilling protocol. preventive measures adequate 
drill design and a suite of pecial tool are all important for deep drilling. 

Generally, any type of drill can be tuck for a number of rea on , but the mo t 
common cause of dry hole EM drill tuck is chip jammed around the coring head. 
U ually, unexpected drilling conditions or a technical problem ' ith the drill lead to 
insufficient chip removal that eventually causes the drill get tuck. Another common 
cause of a tuck drill is a fai lure of anti torque ystem and accumulation of havings on top 
of the outer jacket. The higher the temperature of ice and ambient air the easier it i for 
the ice chip to stick together and to the drill urfaces. Drilling of polar ice below 100m 
depth required low penetration that can lead to production of fine cunings that tend to 
adhere to passage~ ay and reduce the capaci ty of the chip removal system. 

For anti freeze thermal drilling (Morev and Yakovle . 1984) knowledge of ice tempera
ture i required for efficient drilling fl uid u age. Often such information i not avai lable. 
Furthermore, the conditions at the dri ll ing site may be difl'erent from what was expected. 
Therefore. the lack of knowledge or technical problem leads to compl ications in the 
drilling protocol. 

When a drill or another object i tuck in the borehole and not recovered. drilling can 
be continued if the haft could be deflected off the ob tacle. The directional drill ing (DD) 
technique can be applied to go around the obstacle and resume drill ing. There are a few 
known accidents when the drill got stuck at a ub tantial depth and it was worth the efforts 
to try to continue drilling. Quite a few uch operation were uccessfully conducted 
during almost thirty years of drill ing at Yo tok tation in Amarctica. One option i to 
place a whip tock or a wedge on top of the ob tacle, deflect the drill and resume drilling. 
Our practical experience i limited to passing a hot point drill at the depth of 368 m and 
a uccessful deflection of a thermal ice core drill in an ice well (Zagorodnov et a/., 1994b). 
Here we use knowledge obtained during these experiment to speculate on how to improve 
that technique with respect to thermal and electro-mechanical drilling. 

In general, it is better to be prepared for complication even with a well-tested drill. 
rather than invent a tool u ing scrap metal and duct tape at remote field camp. It i good 
to remember that uch invention could cause more problem during drill recovery than the 
original problem. Thi paper describes problems experienced by authors at polar ( entral 
Greenland), ubpolar (Eurasian Arctic) and temperate (Mt. Kilimanjaro) glaciers. 

2. Prevention of complications 

Three levels of preventive measures have to be con idered: ( I) drill and drilling setup 
design, (2) afe drilling procedure. and (3) avai lability of specialized tool to deal with 
complication . 

In order to prevent a foreign object from faLl ing into the borehole the lid mu t be 
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Fig. I. Portable ice core drilling system with the borehole lid. 

present at the top of the borehole. One of design goal i to make a borehole cap 
placement quick, effortless and convenient. Figure I how the base portion of a portable 
ice core drilling setup (Zagorodnov et a/ ., 2000). Here the borehole interface con tructed 
of an aluminum channel. The ide plates prevent object from falling into the borehole 
from under the setup frame. The cap i made of 6-mm aluminum plate and slides in ide 
of the channel. The cap i moved in-and out of the openjng by foot and does not require 
additional effort to po ition. Having a deep or trench around the top of the borehole 
(Blake et a/., 1998; Johnsen et a/., 1980; Zagorodno , 1989) increases the probability of 
dro pping a foreign object into the borehole. Restricted access to the top of the borehole 
and z.ipped pockets on driller's and vi itor's dress i al o a good practice. 

Certain dri ll design options have to be taken into account as preventive measures. 
lne itably, big and mall objects omeumes fall into the borehole. If the cable uspended 
tool has a cone on top of it (Fig. 2A) the foreign object may jam the drill. If, on the other 
hand the drill has a flat top or a basket (chip collector) (Fig. 28) then there i a good 
chance that the object can be trapped and removed from the borehole when the drill is 
raised. 

It seem logical to consider a few weak points in drill tructure. Becau e the mo 1 

probable cau e of tuck a drill i the coring head, the connection of the coring head to the 
core barrel can be made weaker than other couplings. The second weak point can be 
coupl ing above the widest section of the dri ll. And the last weak point has to be the cable 
termination. Obviou ly. the upper couplings hould be tronger than the lower ones. A 
cabl~Xutting de ice can be an alternati ve fo r the cable termination weak point. To avoid 
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the ice core drill upper end: A- not recommended; 8- recommended; 
details in the text. 

accidental drill damage the trength of the weak poims hould exceed the winch pooling 
capacity. The weak point break ha to be accomplished with a cable-pulling device 
mounted above top of the borehole. An appropriate cable grip device must be used to 
pull out the cable. 

Safe drilling protocol includes regular inspections of screw on the drill and removal 
of chip from the antitorque sy rem. Availability of a back up power ource and a hand 
crank on the drilling winch helps to reduce delay of drill removal from the borehole if a 
technical problem occurred. Lifting the drill above the kerf i the most imponant action 
in the evenL of a power outage. 

Borehole fluid has to be regularly in peeled for presence of slush. Routine borehole 
inclination, diameter and temperature profiling can display slow changes of borehole 
geometry and thermal conditions and allow one to take preventive measures to correct the 
drilling protocol. 

Taking detailed notes and performing post-operation analy i of drilling data i a 
good way ro improve drilling performance and afety. Because drilling operation keep 
drillers busy the best way to document drilling data is to use a data acqui ition system to 
constantly record timing, borehole depth and power used at cenain drilling operation . 
This keep data collection objective. accurate and does not require additional effon from 
the operator. 
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3. Dry hole electro-mechanical ice coring 

A the most of common cau e of the EM drill to get tuck i in ufficient chip removal. 
It i important to maintain adequate chip tran port from the kerf to the torage compart
ment of the drill. Efficient chip tran port can be achieved by maintaining coar eness of 
the chip and high quality urfaces in the chip passageway (Schwander and Rufli , 1994). 
We found that efficiency of chip tran fer from the kerf to the torage compartment of EM 
drill can be improved with proper drill de ign and good quality of drill ' parts (Zagorod
no et a/., 2000). 

First condition for efficient chip removal i poli hed urfaces of core barrel and outer 
jacket. The second condition that reduces chip ticking to inner urface of the jacket i 
a hard coat anodizing. That type of anodizing i available only in very dark brown or 
black color and a coat on outer urface of the jacket wi ll cause olar heating. It i po ible 
to apply hard coat anodizing only on the inner surface and white conventional anodizi ng 
on the outer urface of the jacket. 

Another preventive mea ure that improves chip tran port a well a increase drill 
performance and ice core quality is brushing of core barrel and the in ide urface of outer 
barrel wi th a nylon bru h. Thi action was found u eful at depth belov 60 m at ice 
temperature below - IO"C but could be u eful at any depth \ here chip are ticking to the 
core barrel or coring head and reduce cro -section of chip pa ageway . 

One other useful action. ' hich prevenLs chip from ticking, is applicat ion of automo
bi le antifreeze to the core barrel and the jacket' in ide urface on each drilling run. Thi 
treatment i useful below 120-m depth in polar glaciers and from the urface in temperate 
glaciers or in any glacier if the dry hole drilling takes place at air temperatures above the 
melting point. 

The worst case scenario is when the drill get tuck. U ually, in cold ice at depth 
below 100m the best performance of the drill i achieved at low penetration rate 
( < 6 mm/ ) that result in production of fine cuttings. The lower the penetration the 
finer the chip drill produces. Fine chip have a tendency ro tick to the core urface, and 
clog chip ' passageway . When the chip plaque has formed but penetration is continued 
the cuttings are collected around the coring head. At that point rai ing the drill become 
difficult. Short peaks in drill motor current are earl y ign of the problem. The peak get 
more frequent and eventually the drill's motor top . Often the drill operator causes thi 
problem when try to make longer piece of an ice core. It i easy to deal with hort runs 
than with a tuck drill. 

Another potential point to get a drill tuck i a top of the outer jacket. The drill can 
be tuck when the antitorque lip and the ice ha ings accumulate in the jacket-borehole 
wall clearance. This lead u to believe that the tran ition between the antitorque and the 
jacket hould not have a conical hape. ince that will cause a chip jam while the drill i 
rai ed. 

Drilling of ice below firn-ice tran ition lead to a drill stuck each 5 to 10m or 3 to 5 
times per working day. In mo t of these cases, tugging on the cable by hand will free the 
drill in a few second . But ometimes the tugging does not work. Then the drill 's motor 
mu t be turn on in the cutting direction and make a few harp jerk . When that action 
do not bring uccess then the motor can be reversed. That action i almost 100% 
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uccessful. U ually all these manipulation take 20- 30 . ote that the BPRC dry hole 
EM drill does not have a hammer unit. which i considered to be a olution for uch 
situation (Johnsen et a/., 1980; Clausen er a/., 1989). Under worm condition and 
unny day drill ticking problem u ua lly happened after 2 p.m. when the ai r temperature 

in drilling shelter can reach a few degree above the melting point, leading to inefficient chip 
removal. 

The technique described above was not alway uccessful and on two occa ion at 01 
site (South Greenland) antifreeze has been used. The first time the drill was tuck at the 
depth of 70 m. U ing a 30 m long il icon rubber hose 12 liters of auto-antifreeze were 
poured into the hole. The drill was freed immediately. The top and the bottom of the 
drill and about 0.1 m of the bottom of the ice core were covered ' ith the antifreeze. After 
the drill was cleaned up the drilling was continued. Presence of antifreeze in the borehole 
was noticeable only on the first 6 drilling run . Only top half of the first ice core section 
showed the antifreeze residues. The cuttings from the top half of that core section was 
filled with antifreeze. Each of the following 5 drilling runs showed les and less antifreeze 
residue on the drill and in chip container. Occasionally, traces of antifreeze-fi lled cuttings 
have been recovered from the borehole long after the ice core itself howed no effect of 
antifreeze. In that case drilling was resumed in about a half an hour. 

A severe drill tuck happened in the arne borehole at the depth of ItO m. That time. 
not only the drill was tuck. but the cable wa broken right at the drill top. Ten liters of 
antifreeze were poured into the borehole. Within a couple of hours a fishing tool was 
con tructed u ing pare drill motor as hou ing. Four hook of0.3 m length were bui ld of 
a pare antitorque blades. These hook were attached to the motor o that they could 
catch the top ring of the drill (Fig. 28). U ing the drilling cable thi device was lowered 
into the borehole and after a few attempt it caught the drill. However, when the drill was 
almo t at urface it slipped off the hook and fell down to the bottom of the borehole. The 
fishing tool was lowered again and th is time recovery wa uccessful. About 2.5 hours 
were pent for the drill recovery including time for constructing the fi hing tool. Only the 
cable termination had to be repaired in order to continue ice coring. 

4. Antifreeze-thermal drill 

There are two situations that can potentially result in TO stuck: ( I) burnt heating 
element resulted in freezing of the cori ng head in the kerf and (2) lu h formation as a 
result of low concentration of antifreeze (Zagorodnov er a/., 1994a). The first problem is 
associated not only with the antifreeze thermal drill but with any type of dry or fluid 
thermal electric drill and could happen in cold ice much faster than in temperate ice. At 
ice temperatures close to the melting point there i u ually enough time to lift drill above 
the kerf. whi le in cold ice a few seconds after the power is lost on coring head ice stan 
forming around it. More efficient, fast-penetrating coring beads with open (Augu tin er 
a/., 1989) and semi-open (Zagorodnov et a/ ., 1998) heating element can freeze much faster 
compared to massive, low-penetrating conventional coring head . 

In the case of antifreeze TO thi problem was approached with injecting antifreeze 
olution into the kerf during penetration and a few seconds after the drill stop penetrating. 

Two different design were realized: ( I} pring loaded pi ton which allow to inject EWS 
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when the drill stops penetration (Morev, personal communication) and (2) forced circula
tion of EWS through the coring head (Zagorodnov er a/., 1994b). Neither device 
completely prevents freezing and both uffer from diminished performance (Zagorodnov er 
a/. , 1998). A third possible solution to the problem i an auxi liary heating element 
connected to the same two conductors cable as used by the primary heating element trough 
a set of diodes. Then if the main heating element burns out and the drill was stuck the 
auxiliary heating element can be turned on by changing polarity of the current. 

Concentration of EWS in the borehole i a function of ice temperature at a certaLn 
depth of the borehole. If the concentration i above the equilibrium then the borehole 
wall i dis olved, if it is below the equilibrium then slush is formed (Zagorodnov et a/., 
1994a). Both processes are slow and can be detected by monitoring the lowering rate of 
the drill . Gradual decreasing of the lowering rate is a sign that the concentration of EWS 
is getting low. Reaming of the constricted section of the borehole can solve the problem 
temporarily. However, the narrowing is u ually restores. The best olution for the 
problem is injection of ethanol at the depth where narrowing has occurred to raise the 
EWS concentration to an appropriate level. 

Correction of the EWS concentration was conducted in Windy Dome borehole when 
unexpected temperature conditions forced use of low concentration EWS. This re ulted 
in formation of a bottleneck below 250 m. Every morning during three consecutive days 
the 20 m interval with the constTiction was reamed by a slow descending drill with full 
power on the coring head. Because the constriction was forming again and again the 
ethanol injection device was built. The device has a fiberglass tube housing, a polyethy
lene leeve container and an electric motor. The polyethylene leeve was fi lled with 
ethanol and both end were sealed. The bottom end of the sleeve was attached to the 
motor shaft while the top end was firmly connected to the hou ing. At a desired depth 
the motor was actuated and ethanol was squeezed by the rotation of the bag. In this way 
the EWS concentration was corrected and drilling operation resumed without necessity to 

repeat this procedure again. It was concluded that attempt to ave ethanol while drilling 
with low concentration EWS was not successful. 

5. Fishing tool 

Two most common problems in cable suspended ice drilling are ( I) broken cable 
and (2) lot of the drill at the bottom of the borehole. In order to deal with these 
problems a univer al fi bing tool hown in Fig. 3 has been constructed. It has thick wall 
aluminum hou ing, and four leaf springs equipped with hooks. Depending on the goal 
of the fi bing, three configurations are pos ible. First (Fig. 3A) is a fishing tool to catch 
a drill that i teady free on the borehole bottom. Naturally, the drill has to have side 
clearance to let the hook come under the neck at the drill top. It was decided that 
aluminum or other soft metal neck at the top part of the drill has a better chance to be 
caugh t with hardened stainless steel hook . In the second configuration, the prings 
equipped with bigger hooks (Fig. 38) to catch the broken cable in the borehole. In order 
to increase the chances of catching the cable a guidance arrow is placed in the center of the 
device. The edges of the hooks are square but not sharp and more likely wi ll not cut the 
cable loaded with the dri ll. 
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Fig. 3. Fishing tool· drill-catcher {A). and cable-catcher configurations {B). (C) hot-point drill. 
respectively. 

Original fi hing tool was developed by Morev' group (Arctic and Antarctic Research 
Institute, St. Petersburg) for removing solid particles from the borehole. A hot-point drill 
(Fig. 3C) makes a conical deep in the center of a borehole. Particles and other foreign 
objects fall in that deep and get removed with the next section of Lhe ice core. Obviou ly. 
that tool can be used with any type of drill and in any glacier. 

6. Directional drilling 

In order to deflect drill from the bottom of plugged borehole and resume drilling it 
i necessary to place a whip tock into the borehole. The whipstock is a wedge device with 
loped surface (Fig. 4). Removable whipstock have been constructed and uccessfully 

u ed in test ice well (Zagorodnov eta/., 1994b). To deflect the drill orne extra pace mu t 

be provided in the borehole. Melting a cavern the ize of the drill technically is not 
difficult, but time con uming. U ing a thermal drill and a calculated protocol a cavern 
can be made. However, th is operation can be done faster and more precisely with a 
special metter tool (Fig. 4). Thi device has electrical heater distributed in uch way Lhat 
the heat i directed mo tly idewise. The lower part of the device has to melt more ice 
Lhan the upper part. In this way a narrow slot the width of Lhe drill wi ll be melted o that 
the drill can be deflected. The length of the metter has to be equal to the length of the 
drill. Estimated power of the metter i about 5 kW. Thu , melting of a 3- 5 m long lot 
may take a few hours. 

If this technique is used in the borehole fi lled with hydrophi lic liquid then additional 
ethanol ha to be placed at the borehole bottom. Thi will keep EWS concentration high 
enough to prevent lu h formation. In the borehole fi lled with hydrophobic fluid lu h 
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Fig. 4. Application of whipstock for 
passing object (drill) in the 
borehole. 

' ill be formed from the melt water and float to the 
top of the borehole. It seem feasible to either 
filter the lu h by circulation of the borehole liquid 
or to fill the bottom ponion of the borehole with 
high concentration EWS (with den ifier, if neces
sary). The second option appears less complex. 
The excessive EWS can be pumped out after com
pletion of the secondary haft . 

Brock and Cagle ( 1992) describe indu trial 
rotary DD technique. Thi technique includes 
in tallation of whip tock and multiple reaming of a 
pilot haft . lndu trial DD technique can be adopt
ed for electro-mecahnical ice core drilling. Since 
conventional EM drill have limited flexibility DO 
technique requires whip tack equal in length to the 
dri ll. Therefore. mechanical cutt ing technique 
appear more complex compare to the melting 
technique . 

7. Conclusions 

A number of pre entive measures hould be 
con idered in drill drilling setup design and in 
drilling protocol. Design con ideration of the 
borehole interface and the borehole cap can reduce 
the chances of dropping a foreign object into the 
borehole. onical , top-oriented urfaces have to 
be avoided in drill design. Weak point on the 
coring head and cable termination may ave time 
and resources during recovery of a tuck dri ll. 
Auxiliary heating element in the thermal coring 
head may al o allow reco ery of a stuck thermal
electric drill. 

Routine borehole urvey is a good preventive 
measure for intermediate and deep ice coring opera
tion. Detailed record of time, depth and power for 
each drilling run allow one to analyze drilling 
protocol and make futu re impro ements. 

Whip tock in tal led on top of an unrecovera
ble object in the borehole bonom permit deflection 
of the drill in the cavern made by a pecial melter. 
This technique can be used with both hydrophobic 
and hydrophilic borehole liquid and the procedure 

identical for thermal and electro-mechanical 
drill . 
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